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Abstract 
A superprocess is a measure valued process arising as the limiting density of an infinite col- 
lection of particles undergoing branching and diffusion. It can also be defined as a measure 
valued Markov process with a specified semigroup. Using the latter definition and explicit mo- 
ment calculations, Dynkin (1988) built multiple integrals for the superprocess. We show that the 
multiple integrals of the superprocess defined by Dynkin arise as weak limits of linear additive 
functionals built on the particle system. 
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local time 
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1. Introduction 
We study a class of functionals of a superprocess that can be identified as the multiple 
Wiener-It6 integrals of this measure valued process. More precisely, our objective is 
to study these via the underlying branching particle system, thus providing means 
of thinking about the functionals in terms of more simple, intuitive and visualizable 
objects. This way of looking at multiple integrals of a stochastic process has its roots 
in the previous work of Adler and Epstein (=Feldman) (1987), Epstein (1989), Adler 
( 1989) Feldman and Rachev (1993), Feldman and Krishnakumar ( 1994). There, the 
multiple integrals of wide classes of Gaussian, stable and other generalized random 
fields were obtained as limits of sums of functionals of Markov processes. In the paper 
by Adler, Feldman and Lewin (1991) a particular functional of the Brownian density 
process, namely, intersection local time, was represented via sums of intersection local 
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times of an infinite number of planar Brownian motions. In this paper, we explain how 
the multiple integrals of the superprocess, defined in a quite abstract way in Dynkin 
(1988), arise as limits of corresponding functionals on the same system of particles 
used to define the superprocess. Adler ( 1993) obtains results similar to ours for the 
case of local time and intersection local time of the super Brownian motion. Our results 
(and proofs) remain true when the Brownian motion and super Brownian motion are 
replaced by a diffusion process and superdiffusion respectively. 
Superprocesses, a special class of measure valued diffusions, were studied by Watan- 
abe (1968), Dawson and his coworkers, Perkins and his coauthors (see references in 
Dawson, 1992), and many other authors. This work is mainly based on Walsh (1986), 
Dynkin (1988), Perkins (1990) Adler (1993) and Dawson (1992). 
We now construct the superprocess as given in Perkins (1990) (it is a minor mod- 
ification of the construction in Walsh, 1986) and state the problem we consider. For 
simplicity of notations, we will work with the super Brownian motion now and show 
later how to extend the results to superdiffusion. 
Definition of the super Brownian motion via particle picture. Consider a particle 
system which behaves as follows: Initially (at time zero) a finite number K of particles 
pop into existence, independently of each other, at locations within the space Rd, d > 1, 
according to some finite measure m. These particles then perform Brownian motion until 
branching time l/p, when one of two things happens: with probability l/2, a particle 
dies; with probability l/2, it splits into two particles, which immediately start moving 
around in the same way as their parent particle did. Note that the motion of the two 
new particles is independent, but they start at the same point where the parent particle 
split. Denote the particles of the system as X”, CI E d, where d is the index set. Let 
d, C d be the set of all particles that are alive at time t. Take a test function f, and 
define the process 
rf(f> = j c f(J$), t > 0. 
XE.d, 
(1) 
When f is chosen to be an indicator of some Bore1 set A in Rd, then this process 
measures the number of particles in this set at time t divided by p. We are interested 
in the density of the particles when their initial number K becomes large and the time 
interval between the branching becomes small, so that the branching dominates the 
picture. This means that we consider the limit of qf when K = O(p), p --t co. We 
refer the reader to Adler (1993) for a detailed description of this particle system. The 
following theorem is a variant of the one in Watanabe (1968). 
Theorem 1.1. Let JY~(c%‘~) be the space of finite measures on the Bore1 subsets of 
gd, endowed with the weak topology. Then as ,a ---t CCI, $‘ converges weakly on the 
Skorohod space D([O, m), JH~(W~)), and the limit process q. is the unique solution 
of the following martingale problem: For all f E %?~(92d), 
(2) 
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is a square integrable martingale such that 20 = 0 and the quadratic variation 
(3) 
The limit process q is called super Brownian motion. 
Notations. As usual by p(f), we mean Jf(x)p(dx), which we may also write as 
(f, p); %~(.c%~) denotes the space of continuous functions on 63?d with finite sup norm: 
llfll~ = suP{lf(x>l : x E 9iYd} < co; %~(9?d) is the space of functions in %‘b(:%d) 
with all derivatives of first and second order also in %‘b(gd); ‘G?,(?@) is the space of 
continuous functions on Wd with limits at infinity. Let &Zf(%‘) be the space of finite 
measures on Bore1 subsets of &. B+ denotes the class of nonnegative, measurable 
and bounded functions on !3’. Notation C is used for (different) constants. As usual, 
Em denotes the expectation when the initial measure is m. 
Definition of the super Brownian motion via semigroup. In Dynkin (1988, 1989) the 
super Brownian motion was defined as a Markov process with a specified semigroup: 
Let pl(x, v) = p,(n - y) be the transition function of the Brownian motion on gd and 
Tl be its semigroup: 
T,f(x) = 
s 
P& y)f (y) d.v 
Construct a new semigroup V,, which is the unique solution of the following integral 
equation: for f E B+ 
Vtf = Ttf +; 
s 
’ L(Kf )‘) ds. (4) 
0 
Then, the formula 
s rt(m,dn)e-(f’“) = e-(Cf,m), f E B+, m, n E A’f(9fd) 
determines a transition function r, corresponding to V,. The Brownian superprocess Q 
is then defined as the &f(e) -valued Markov process with the transition function r, 
and 
and 
semigroup V, Clearly, 
~,~-(f.‘lO = ,-(Kf,m) 
&(f,vO = (Ttf,m). 
(5) 
(6) 
Statement of the problem. Our goal is to study the limiting behaviour of the sum 
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In order to describe the limiting distribution and to state our main results, we have 
to define the multiple integrals of the superprocess, as they were introduced in Dynkin 
(1988). 
Construction of L2 -functionals of superprocess (Dynkin, 1988). The construction is 
based on the fact that for every finite measure m and any bounded, measurable functions 
fr , . . . , f k, mapping S@ into 9, the random variables 
(fl> tit, ) . . . (fk, %l ) (8) 
belong to L2(P,) and the expectation of (8) can be represented as 
where we define 
4(&X) = qff(x) = s f(y)pt-.&, Y) dy, (10) C&V’ 
and the measures ok are defined in (1.28)-( 1.29) of Dynkin (1988). Note that pt_,(.) z 
0 for t - s < 0, and po is understood as the Dirac delta function at zero. 
We will denote by X the class of functions of the form (10) with bounded measur- 
able f : Bd 4 R, by xi the set of functions 4 with finite inner product, (141, l4l)k < 
co. where 
(h$)k = ~~(sl,Y,;...;Sk,Yk)~(Sk+l,Yk+I;...;s2k.Y2k) 
n/c(dsI, dyl ; . . ; kc, dyx ), (11) 




for every 4 in X given by (10) and every t E [O,co). 
(B) There exists a unique isometry II from the Hilbert space x1 of equivalent 
elements of xy onto Lf, such that (12) holds. 
Note also that 
foreveryq5t~~,h4~:=Z~(~)=~~(s,x)dZS,,, N. with c$.= &s,x)lSGf, is a martingale 
and all L:-valued martingales can be described in this way. 
Dynkin’s construction of the n-fold integral is summarized as follows: 
(C) There exists a unique mapping Ik from ~2 to L$ such that 
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and 
holds for all cP,$ E xi. The image I&f) is everywhere dense in Li. 
Main theorem. We now define two measure-valued processes on LS([O, llk,M~(W”)). 
The first one is a functional for the particle system: 
(13) 
where f E %‘b(S@) and t = (tl,..., tk ) E [0, Ilk. The second one is a functional of the 
superprocess defined as 
where X = (x ,,..., xk) E g”, s = (SI ,..., Sk) E [O, l]k. 
The following theorem links up these functionals, extending the basic weak conver- 
gence result of Theorem 1.1. 
Theorem 1.2. As p + co, the measure valued random field {r$, t E [0, Ilk} converges 
in 9([o,l]k,M-(~@q) to {y,, t E [O, I]“}. 
For any f E Wl(9?), define {J/(t,f) := $’ ...s: $(f)dr~ . ..dSk. t E [O,llk} 
and {Jk(t,f) := $’ . . . s: qs(f) dsl . dsk, t E [0, Ilk}. Then, 
Corollary 1.3. As ,a + cq for any f E %Zl(gkd), the field {$(t,,f),t E [O, 11”) 
converges in 9([0, ilk, 9) to the field {Jk(t, f ), t E [0, ilk}. 
Extension to superdiffusion. All the results of this paper remain true if we replace the 
Brownian motion of the particles by a diffusion process. This follows from the fact 
that under the regularity conditions of Theorem 0.4 in the Appendix of Dynkin (1965) 
the transition density function of a diffusion satisfies 
%(X,Y)~MPt(@ I Y --x I), (15) 
where A4 and a are positive constants and pt(z) is the Brownian transition density. 
2. Local time and self-intersection local time of super Brownian motion 
Here, we consider some specific functionals of the superprocess, namely the local 
time and the self-intersection local time. We first present Dynkin’s definition of these 
functionals and state some existence results. We then look at some other definitions of 
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the above concepts and convergence theorems as stated in Adler (1993). Finally, we 
show that the two definitions are equivalent. The proofs are given in Section 3. 
The first definition. Denote by 6,, z E ,C#‘, the Dirac delta function. Heuristically, the 
local time at point z and the self-intersection local time (of order 2) are given by the 




(60(x1 - x~),v,,(& )11,(~2)) dtl dt2, B2 E ~‘([‘A 112). (17) 
B2 
Using Fubini’s theorem and rewriting formally the above expressions in terms of mul- 
tiple integrals of the superprocess, we get the following definitions of local time and 
self-intersection local time: 
L@I) := 
s 
&B,W)dZ,,, = b(&B,), (18) 
L2(B2) := 
s 
K~2(~,,.~1;~2,~2)dZs,,x, d-G,,,, =4&J (19) 
where 
Kz,E,(S,X) = s B, pt-s(v) dt, 
XZ s dtl dt2 Pt,+tz-s,-sz(xl - ~21, B: 
mu 
(21) 
where Bk = Bzn{tl 2~1, t2 2s~). The above definitions of the local and self-intersection 
local times make sense if Kz,s, E 1: and Ki2 E $. 
Theorem 2.1 (Dynkin, 1988). Local time L, exists for the super Brownian motion if 
dG3. 
Theorem 2.2 (Dynkin, 1988). Suppose there exists a b > 0, such that BC{lti - 
tjl~/?}fordli# j. Th en, self-intersection local time L2 exists for the super Brownian 
motion for d d 7. 
The second definition. Adler and Lewin (1991, 1992) Rosen (1992) and Adler ( 1993) 
look at the local times and the self-intersection local times in another way. 
Assumption. In addition to m being a finite measure, we shall also assume throughout 
the remainder of this section that the measure m has bounded density with respect 
to the Lebesgue measure. 
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Definition. The local time I?~,,, at any point z E ad, u E [0, 11, is de3ned as the _Y2 
limit (whenever the limit exists) of $’ nr(f ,(. - z)) dt as E + Of, where f&x) = 
~-~f (X/E) and f is any positive Coo function supported on the unit d-ball, such that 
J%df(X)b = 1. 
This limit exists for d d 3 as in the case of Theorem 2.1. 
Definition. The self-intersection local time T(B) is dejned as the 2” limit (whenever 
the limit exists) of T,(B) = J, dsdt JgdXad fE(x - y)g(dr)q,(dy) as E -+ O+, where 
fE is as defined earlier, B E g([O, 112) and there exists a B > 0 such that B c{/tl - 
tz] a/?}. This limit exists for d <7. 
Equivalence of the two definitions. Define u Fy(s,x)= JJ f ,(y - z)P~-,(x, r> dt dy, 0 &” 
= J ld fE * Pr-s(x - z). 0 (22) 
Since u and z are fixed, without ambiguity, we will write F, instead of F:‘. For every 
E > 0, f E is bounded, and hence F, E xy. This together with (12) and Fubini’s theorem 
gives us the following: 
II@‘,) = F&,x)dZs,x = J f E(y - z)~t--s(x, v> dy d&,x 
J 
u = nt(f ,(. - z)) dt = Jl(u, f ,(. - z)). 
0 
(23) 
Proposition 2.3. As E --+ 0, Zl(F,) conoerges in _Y2 to L,([O,u]) whenever the super- 
process local time exists, that is for d < 3. 
Remark. Since the limit of Ii E Ji(u, fe(. - z) = $’ nl(fE(. - z))dt, as E + 0, 
is i,, by definition, Proposition 2.3 implies that L,([O,u]) and iz,, are Y2-equivalent. 
Note that Adler (1993) observes that the two local times should be the same but does 
not provide a proof. 
Next, we turn to the self-intersection local time and show that the definitions by Adler 
(1993) and Dynkin (1988) are T2-equivalent. (We consider only the “off-diagonal” 
case.) Let 
F&I,xI;s2>x2) = Jd, dtl dt2 J da dZ2f&l -Z2)Pr,--s,(XI,Zl)Pt:--s*(X2,Z2) 
= J dtl dt2fc * pt,++s,-s2& - ~213 (24) B: 
where Bi = B2n{tl 2~1, t2 2~2). In order to get the last line above, make the change of 
variables z1 = z, z2 = z - u and use the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation. Boundedness 
of Fz,~ gives Fz,~ E $. A calculation similar to (23) yields rs(&) = Z~(FZ,~). 
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Proposition 2.4. The approximate self-intersection local time re(B2) converges in Z2 
to the self-intersection local time L2(B2 ). as E + 0, for d < 7. 
Local time and particle picture. At this point, it is tempting to try to represent the 
local time (or self-intersection local time) of a superprocess via a particle system as 
an application of our Theorem 1.2. However, this approach works only heuristically: 
formally, 
Kz,BW) = s T,_,&(x) dt. (25) B 
Thus, formally, L,(B) E II (KQ) = 11 (B, 6,) and therefore it can be approximated, again 
formally only, by the functional JF(B,&) of the particle system. The last functional 
is actually a sum of local times of the Brownian motions of the particle system. To 
make this formal derivation precise, one needs to introduce a smooth approximation 
to the &function and then apply Corollary 1.3. This, however, would repeat what was 
done in Adler (1993). 
3. Proofs 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let %‘i = %s(gRdk) denote the space of continuous functions 
on Bdk vanishing at infinity. Denote by gk the subset of finite linear combinations of 
product functions fj(Xt,...,Xk) = nf=, fi](xi), f;, E %?o(gd); gk iS dense in %?i for 
all k. 
According to convergence criteria of Roelly-Coppoletta (1986) Theorem 2.2, we 
need to show 
(a) convergence of finite dimensional distributions on gk, namely, that for each 
tj = (tl,j,. . . , tk,,> E W,llk, and f.1 E gk, j = l,...,m, vector (rl::(fl),...,tl~,,(fm)) 
converges to (s,,(f I)>,. , fh,,,(f,)) as P + ~0. 
(b) tightness, namely, that for every fixed f E gk the sequence of processes (u];(f)) 
on g([O, llk,.%) should be tight. 
The convergence of the finite dimensional distributions follows immediately from 
the fact that for product functions we can write 
(v:(fl) )...2 ~~,,(f.))=(~tlj(,(.lii)_.‘._~~~,,;(fi”~)). 
i=l i=l 
Vector (26) converges in distribution as p + 00 to 
(26) 
since the random variables { &, (f ii), i = 1, . . , k, j = I . . . , m} converge jointly in distri- 
bution to {~~,,(fij),i = 1,. . ., k, j = 1 . . , m}. Using linearity we conclude that the finite 
dimensional distributions converge for functions which are finite linear combinations 
of product functions. 
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Our next step is to derive an estimate of E{(~up,,,~,,~~ lr$(f)])*}, for f E GT?~(B?). 
Theorem 3.4 of Adler (1993) (with & z 1 and t; = t, i = 1,. . . ,k) gives I$($( 1))2k < 
!&(~vz]), where [ml = rn(gd) and Q 2k is a polynomial of degree 2k in [ml with 
bounded coefficients. The coefficients of Qzk are bounded because K = O(p). Then 
E{( sup b&f >I>'1 G Ilf IILH sup dw* 
E[O,I]” fE[O,l]" 
d llfll2,a sup Mm21 
E[O,I]” 
d I If Il2,QsuP(r?X 1 >)2kl 2<1 
d CkItfI1200E(vr~(l))2k~CkIIfll~Q2k(lmI), (27) 
where we used maximal inequality for martingale y:(l). 
To prove tightness on g([O, ilk, g), we use Kurtz’s criterion (see Theorem 6.8(b) 
from Walsh, 1986). First, we show tightness of marginals, i.e. that for any fixed time 
i = (tl,. . . ,tk) E [0, ilk, the family of random variables {#(f ), p > 0) is tight when 
f E %?~(.9tkd). By Chebyshev’s inequality and (27) 
Ck/lf tA?dbl> 
M2 
Next we show that for f E %?b(&') 
lim lim sup E sup I qr+b( f) - yf( f) I= 0. 
6-O ~‘-00 f<l 
(28) 
(29) 
For f E @(Bd) arguments similar to ones in the proof of Theorem 8.6 of Walsh 
( 1986) give 
E jzy~6 I $+6(f) - v;(f) I* G&C(f) + C(df )) 
\ 
(30) 
and thus (29) holds. 
We now consider f E %‘b(@). Let {fn}g, b e a sequence of functions in %?i(@) 
converging uniformly to f. Then, 
E sup I r;+,(f) - v:(f) I d E sup I $+s(f - fn) I j$l-ii t<l-6 
+Ej:y~b I q;+,&fn) - $(fn) I 
\ 
+E,z;;~ I uf(fn - f) I . (31) 
Take n such that (( f - fn lloo < E. Consider the first term. Using the same arguments 
as in (27), we have 
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< Cs(E(n:( 1 ))2 )1’2 
= Ca(Q2( 1m1)“2. (32) 
The third term in (3 1) can be handled similarly. 
to zero as 6 -+ 0, by (30). Since E is arbitrary, we 
when f E %?b(ad). 
The second term in (3 1) converges 
conclude that Kurtz’s criteria holds 
Finally, we show tightness for process (q;(f)) on s([O, ilk,%?) when k = 2. The 
proof for a general k is similar. For any f = fl x f2 E %‘b(B?2d), where fr,fz E 
gb(Bd), t = (tr,t2) and 6 = (&,&),&bO, we have 
E sup l$+g(f) - rW)l 
t1,t2<1 
GE sup Ir;+&1)(4;+a2U2) - r;(f2))I 
II t2 <1 
+Et,w, lv:(f2)($+&1) - I?:UI))I 
, . 
W[;:y Itlf:+a,(S1)l12)“2(E[~~~ Iv;+s,U2) - ~::(f2)11~)~‘~ 
+(Eb_: Ih~(_f2)l12)1’2(~~~~~ Iv;+&1 I- rl:(fl )112)“2 
I. 
and this converges to zero by (27) and (30), whenever fr, f2 E %?i(@). Using the 
same method as when considering tightness for k = 1 we conclude that tightness holds 
for f E Yk when k = 2. The above arguments apply also when k > 2. This concludes 
the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
Proof of Corollary 1.3. Follows from the Continuity theorem, for example, p. 121 of 
Billingsley (1968). 
Proof of Proposition 2.3. Since Zr is an isometry from xy onto L:, it is enough to 
show that as E ---t 0, F, converges to K,,,, in ~7. Note that Kz,u E ~7 for d ~3, as 
discussed in Section 2. 
s 
u 




= [f c * P”(Y - z) - pv(v - z)l du 
0 
dAf R,(u - s, y - z), (33) 
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4d-x1 )m(dxz)R,(w~ - zR(u,x~ - 2). (34) 
Consider the first term. Recall that rn has a bounded density and integrate out x. 
Change variables y - z = yl and note that R,(u - s, .) z 0 for u - s < 0. Then we get 
u 
J’ J s 
’ c ds dy,R;(u-s,y+C d.s 11 R,(u - s,.) 11; . (35) 
0 0 
To show convergence, as E --t 0, of the right-hand side of (35) to zero, we use Fourier 
transforms. Since 




&(u - S, q) = (fE(q) - 1 )eWtltqllz/* dt 
0 
n 
=(fE(4)-l),,q2,,2(1-e- - (u W/2) . 
(37) 
Using Parseval’s equality we get 
l’ds I/ Mu - ~2.) II; = l’ds 11 &(u - ~2 .) II; 
Z 
1 _ e-Ullqlt/2)2 dq. (38) 
As E + 0, I f&q) - 1 I-+ 0 and is bounded. Thus, the last expression converges to 
zero by the bounded convergence theorem since 
J ’ rd-‘r-4r4dy + .I O” rd-,r-4dy < o. (39) 0 I 
for d63. 
The second term in (34) can be rewritten as 
(I d~)&(u,x -z) > * dC II &(u, .I I;- 0, 
as E ---f 0, for d < 3, by the calculation above. This proves Proposition 2.3. 
(40) 
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Proof of Proposition 2.4. As in the proof of Proposition 2.3, it is enough to show 
that as e + 0, Fz,~ converges to Ki2 in xy for d ~7. Using (21) and (24) write 
F~,&I,Y~;s~,Y~) -K;,(ww2,~2) 
=s dtldtZ[fE * Pt,+tz-s,-.&I -Y2)- Pt,+t2-s,-s*h - y2)1 B; 
dGf @JW2,Yl - Y2). 














R~,&I,s~,YI - y2)R2&1,~2,y1 - ~2) 
.I 
m(du1)m(dxz)dydsp,,(x2,~l)~,,-,,(yl,y2) 
R2,dO,~1,~1 - ~1)R2,&2,~2,0) 
(41) 
+; s m(dw Im(dx2 )m(k 1 dy do P&L Y W2, ,(O, 0,x1 - ~2 W2, &, s, 0) 
+ 
s 
m(dwl)m(dx2)m(dx3)m(dx4)R2,E(O,O,X1 -X2)R2,e(O,OJ3 -X4)+D. 
(42) 
The term D at the end of the formula includes all terms corresponding to the same 
six diagrams but with different labeling of nodes. We now show how to check that the 
first and the third terms in the above expression converge to zero. That the remaining 
terms also converge to zero can be shown by the same techniques as below. 




Integrate out y2 and ys; then integrate out yr and sr. Since m is a finite measure we 
can now integrate out x. This gives 
D, =C (lR;;(s,*,O)b)l. 
OnBi,in(4l),s=slbtl,s=s2bt2andItl-t21~P.Thus,tl+t2-2s3B>Oand 
so PI,++~~(.) is uniformly bounded on Bk. By the bounded convergence theorem, we 
conclude that D1 + 0, as E --t 0. 
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Now we show that the third term in (42) converges to zero. 
03 = m(~,)p,,(xl,yl)m(dx2)p,,(~~,y2)[R~~(~1,~2,y, -,vd12d~ds. .I’ 
Use the bounded density of m to integrate out xl. Then change variables yr - y2 = z 
and y2 = y to get 
= J dt, dt2[fc(q) _ lle-(‘l ff2-sl -S2)114112/2~ B; 
For the sake of simplicity we will take B2 = [0, 112. Then, 
1 
$&m,q) = dfl J J 
I 
&2&q) _ l]e-(~~+~z-~~-~2)~~4~~z/2 
= 4;fdd” 11 
II 4 /I4 
[l _ e-_(~-~IN9112/2][1 _ e-(1-m12/2]~ (43) 
J II $:(w2,9 II; ds 
= C 
JJ 
ds dqti’;;; 18 ‘I2 [l _ ,-(~-Sl)119112/2]2[l _ e-(~--s2)~~9/~2/2]~ 
<cJdslds2Jdq,fC~qj- q2’l -,;,“;;2’214 
= c J dddq) - 11 
2 [ 1 _ ~-119112/2]4 
11411” . 
For d d 7, 
J 
[l - ~-11911*/2]4 ’ 
dq I, q ,l8 < o rd-‘r-*,‘dr + , 0)rd-rr-8dr < 00. J J 
(44) 
Thus, as E + co, (44) converges to zero by the bounded convergence theorem. Using 
the same techniques as above, one can show finiteness of the remaining terms in (42). 
This proves Proposition 2.4. 
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